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Abstract. We focused this work on handling variation in facial appearance caused by 3D head pose. A pose normalization approach based on
ﬁtting active appearance models (AAM) on a given face image was investigated. Proﬁle faces with diﬀerent rotation angles in depth were warped
into shape-free frontal view faces. Face recognition experiments were
carried out on the pose normalized facial images with a local appearancebased approach. The experimental results showed a signiﬁcant improvement in accuracy. The local appearance-based face recognition approach
is found to be robust against errors introduced by face model ﬁtting.

1

Introduction

Most of the current face recognition technologies are based on the appearance
of face. One of the typical problems, where the appearance-based recognition
approaches fail, is 3D pose variation. As the human face is a 3D object, its
visual appearance under diﬀerent view angles varies signiﬁcantly. In [2], it has
been shown that facial appearance variations caused by diﬀerent head poses
is larger than the ones caused by diﬀerent identities. The large diﬀerence in
appearance makes face recognition diﬃcult when the face pose in the probe
image diﬀers from the one in the gallery image.
One way to compensate the pose variation is to add enough training samples
that cover the pose-space of the gallery set. This sample augmentation scheme is
adopted in many video-based face recognition systems [24] since the multi-pose
samples can be obtained in video recordings. But in practice, it is not possible to
cover the whole pose-space for each subject in the gallery. Moreover, enlarging
the size of gallery set always slows down the system. For some recent application
scenarios, such as identifying faces in the images from the Internet [16], this
problem is even more signiﬁcant because only limited number of gallery images
are available. Pose normalization is one of the ways to solve the pose problem.
Chai et al. [5] presented a statistical aﬃne transformation for pose normalization. They ﬁrst estimated the face pose with a pose subspace algorithm, and
divided the face region into three rectangles. An aﬃne transformation was performed independently in the three rectangles and the transformation parameters
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were statistically learned from the correspondence information between the speciﬁc pose and the frontal face. Experiments on the FERET database [20] showed
that the recognition rate increases signiﬁcantly compared to recognition without
pose correction.
In [7], the active appearance model (AAM) was proposed as a model-based
approach for face alignment and pose normalization. The shape of the model
is optimized by minimizing the texture representation error. Once the model
is ﬁtted on an input image, the optimized model parameters can be used for
face recognition [9]. Later in [8], the authors found that the shape parameters of
AAMs can be used to estimate the pose angle. A frontal view of an input face
image can be synthesized by conﬁguring the shape parameters that control the
pose. Instead of synthesizing a frontal face using the optimized model texture,
the authors in [15] warp the texture inside the ﬁtted model shape to the pose corrected shape. This texture warping approach has the advantage of preserving the
textural information such as moles and freckles contained in the original image,
which will be lost in the synthesis-based approach where the model parameters
only represent the principal components of the appearance.
Blanz et al. [3] extended the 2D AAM to a 3D morphable model (3DMM). The
vertices in a 3DMM shape are much more dense than an AAM shape. The dense
shape model enables a high resolution face representation and the 3D shape
enables linear transformation in 3D space in a more natural way. The 3DMM
achieved promising results for illumination and pose-invariant face recognition.
However, ﬁtting a dense model requires much higher computational eﬀort, which
is not applicable for real-time face recognition systems.
In this paper, we investigated a pose normalization approach based on ﬁtting
2D AAMs. The simultaneous inverse compositional (SIC) ﬁtting algorithm [14]
was employed for ﬁtting generic models. To initialize the model more precisely
and robustly against cluttered backgrounds, a progressive model ﬁtting scheme
was used. Diﬀerent from [15], we generated shape-free face images as a pose
normalization step, in which all the salient facial feature points were warped to a
common coordinate framework. Diﬀerent texture warping methods were studied
and the local appearance-based face recognition approach was performed on the
pose-normalized face images. We conducted our experiments on the FERET bseries database with a setup similar to the one in [5]. However, the proﬁle face
images with all rotation angles were evaluated, while in other studies not all
of them were used [5,22,21]. Furthermore, we evaluated all the images including
those where the AAM ﬁtting failed, to show the robustness of the face recognition
algorithms. Experiments show that local appearance-based approach is more
robust against the errors introduced by model ﬁtting and texture warping.

2

Active Appearance Models and Model Fitting

An active appearance model (AAM) is a generative parametric model which
utilizes both shape and appearance information to represent a certain object
such as the human face. A shape in AAM is deﬁned as a set of normalized
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facial landmarks. To obtain enough variations in both shape and appearance,
a set of representative facial images should be collected for training an AAM.
Each facial image is manually labeled with a set of 2D landmarks, [xi , yi ], i =
1, 2, ...v. A Procrustes analysis [13] is performed to make the shapes invariant
to Euclidean transformation. Eigen-analysis is applied to reduce the redundancy
in the normalized shape setand the resulting linear shape model represents a
n
shape instance as s = s0 + i=1 pi si , where s0 is the mean shape, si is the ith
shape basis, and p = [p1 , p2 , . . . , pn ] are the shape parameters.
After building the shape model, each facial image is warped into the mean
shape using a piecewise aﬃne transformation. The transformation results in
shape-free facial appearances which allows texture comparison in the coordinates
of the mean shape. Eigen-analysis is performed on the shape-free appearances
from all training images
m and the resulting model represents an instance appearance as A = A0 + i=1 λi Ai , where A0 is the mean appearance, Ai is the ith
appearance basis, and λ = [λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λm ] are the appearance parameters.
The original AAM [7] learned the correlations between the shape model and
appearance model by performing another eigen-analysis on the concatenated
shape and texture parameters. This combined model is more compact. However,
the choice of model ﬁtting algorithms is restricted. Only numerical approaches
are suitable for ﬁtting the combined model. The authors in [18] proposed a more
precise analytical approach for ﬁtting AAMs using independent models in the
framework of the inverse compositional (IC) image alignment algorithm. The IC
algorithm is eﬃcient and eﬀective for ﬁtting a person-speciﬁc AAM. However,
the ﬁtting accuracy degrades signiﬁcantly on unseen faces. They extended their
work in [14] for ﬁtting a generic model to unseen persons with the simultaneous
inverse compositional (SIC) algorithm, in which the shape parameter p and
appearance parameter λ are optimized simultaneously during the search.
Given an input facial image I(x), the goal of ﬁtting an AAM is to ﬁnd the
optimal model parameters such that the synthesized model instance is as similar
to the image observation as possible. This leads to a minimization of a cost
function deﬁned as,
E=



2
I(W(x; p)) − A(x, λ) ,

(1)

x∈s0

where I(W(x; p)) is the warped input facial image, and A(x, λ) is the synthesized
appearance instance. The minimization problem is usually solved by iteratively
estimating the incremental update of the shape parameter Δp and the appearance parameter Δλ and updating the current model parameters respectively.
The IC and SIC algorithm, however, switch the role of the appearance template
and the input image when computing Δp. The shape is updated by composing
an inverse incremental warping ΔW (x; p) which is estimated where p = 0. This
IC framework enables the time-consuming steps of parameter estimation to be
pre-computed and performed outside of the iterations.
It is known that the gradient-descent-based optimization problem usually requires a reasonable initialization. A poor initialization may cause the search to
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Fig. 1. Progressive AAM ﬁtting

stuck in a local minimum. By utilizing some prior-knowledge of the face in question, the face shape can be initialized by transforming the mean shape close
enough to the target. This initialization usually suﬃces for ﬁtting frontal faces.
However, when ﬁtting semi-proﬁle faces, part of the initialized shape cannot even
cover the face. Thus the optimization can be aﬀected by the included background
pixels. Inspired by the work in [17], an inner-face model that only models the
inner part of the face, i.e. eyes, nose, mouth, is built. The ﬁtting is then performed progressively in two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, only the inner-face model
is initialized and ﬁtted. In the second stage, the initial shape parameter p of the
whole-face model is estimated from the obtained inner-face shape parameter p̂
with p = Rp̂, here we assume R is constant and it is obtained by performing
linear regression on the training data of both models. A second ﬁtting is carried
out to ﬁt the whole-face model using the initial parameters p. Figure 1 depicts
the bi-stage AAM ﬁtting scheme, and it provides robust ﬁtting accuracy in [17].

3

Pose Normalization

The most straightforward method to normalize the pose of a face image is the
piecewise aﬃne warping which is also used in the ﬁtting iteration for sampling
the texture inside the face mesh. The warp is realized by mapping the pixels in
the ﬁtted triangular mesh s to the base mesh s0 . For each pixel x = (x, y)T in a
triangle in the base mesh s0 , it can ﬁnd a unique pixel W(x; p) = x = (x , y  )T in
the corresponding triangle in the mesh s by an aﬃne mapping in the barycentric
coordinates. The implementation for the piecewise aﬃne warp is detailed in [18].
The piecewise aﬃne warping is simple but the deformation ﬁeld is not smooth.
Straight lines may usually be bended across triangle boundaries. To overcome
this discontinuity, we investigated another warping technique based on thin-plate
splines (TPS) [4] to improve the smoothness of the deformation. However, the
behavior of the method is not always clear in-between feature points, especially
in the case of large pose variations.
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Face Recognition

The pose normalized shape-free facial images are masked with the AAM mean
shape mask. All salient facial features are warped to the canonical locations.
However, feature points around the chin area might be misaligned, which may
create strong edges. As demonstrated in [11], the chin area does not contribute
too much discriminative information compared to other facial features. For this
reason, we decide to crop the chin area in the pose normalized facial image.
Following the approach in [10], we scaled the cropped images to 64 × 64 pixels
size and then divided them into 64 non-overlapped blocks of 8 × 8 pixels size. On
each local block, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is performed. The obtained
DCT coeﬃcients are ordered using a zig-zag scanning. The ﬁrst component is
skipped because it represents the average pixel intensity of the entire block. The
following ten low frequency coeﬃcients are retained which yields a ten dimensional local feature vector. Finally, the 64 local feature vectors are concatenated
to construct the feature vector of a whole face image.
The DCT preserves the total image energy of the processed input block; therefore blocks with diﬀerent brightness levels lead to DCT coeﬃcients with diﬀerent
magnitudes. In order to balance each local block’s contribution to the classiﬁcation, the local feature vector is normalized to unit norm. To balance the contribution of each DCT frequency, each DCT coeﬃcient is divided by its corresponding
standard deviation [12] before the unit normalization. Nearest neighbor with L1
distance measure is used for classiﬁcation.

5

Experiments

We built a generic AAM to ﬁt it on all facial images of diﬀerent subjects. The
study in [14] showed that building generic AAMs is far more diﬃcult than building person-speciﬁc AAMs. In order to reduce the eﬀects of reconstruction errors,
more training images are needed to cover all possible variations in pose, illumination, expression and identity.
In this work, we collected a set of 649 images from four publicly available
databases: the IMM database [1], the ND1 database [6], the CMU PIE database
[23], and the FERET database. The example images selected from these
databases are displayed in Figure 2. Each training face image was manually
labeled with 58 landmarks. The manual labeling is a time-consuming operation and is error-prone due to the accuracy limitations of a manual operation.
Moreover, the interpretation of correct landmark locations diﬀers between annotators. The inconsistent labeling introduces noise in the shape data which aﬀects
the face modeling and the performance of ﬁtting, consequentially. To solve this
problem, we employed an iterative data reﬁtting method as suggested in [14] to
eliminate the noise in the manual labels.
The face recognition experiments were carried out on the FERET b-series
which contains 200 subjects, where each subject has nine images corresponding
to diﬀerent pose angles. Sample images of a single subject are shown in the ﬁrst
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row of Figure 3. The label ba indicates the frontal series, which was used as
the training set (gallery). The remaining eight series are non-frontal face images
with diﬀerent pose angles (±60 ◦ , ±40 ◦ , ±25 ◦ , and ±15 ◦). All except the ba
series were used for testing (probe). None of the subjects used for training the
AAM were used during the recognition experiments.
The example pose normalized images are depicted in the second row of
Figure 3. The automatic AAM initialization is not always stable because of
the large rotation angle in some series such as bb and bi. Automatic facial feature detectors fail to detect eyes and mouth, which are important for a precise
AAM initialization. In this sense, we used a semi-automatic AAM initialization where the annotation of eye-centers and mouth-centers were used for model
initialization.
In general, ﬁtting near-frontal faces performs better than ﬁtting semi-proﬁle
faces. When ﬁtting semi-proﬁle faces, even a small misalignment in the chin area
may cause a large error in the warped face image. The reason is that the partially

IMM

ND1

FERET

CMU PIE

Fig. 2. Sample images from IMM, ND1, FERET and CMU PIE face databases for
training a generic model

ba

bb

bc

bd

be

bf

bg

bh

bi

Fig. 3. The ﬁrst row shows the example images from the FERET b-series. The face
images in the series ba are all frontal. The series b[b − i] contains faces in diﬀerent
yaw pose-angles: bb (60 ◦ ), bd (40 ◦ ), bc (25 ◦ ), be (15 ◦ ), bf (−15 ◦ ), bg (−25 ◦ ), bh
(−40 ◦ ), and bi (−60 ◦ ). The second row shows the corresponding ﬁtted faces with pose
normalized.
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self-occluded face part is over-sampled during the warping, which enlarges the
misalignment error. Another fact which we have noticed is that even if a semiproﬁle face is ﬁtted perfectly, the warped frontal-view face still looks diﬀerent
from the real frontal face. Take the image labeled bi in Figure 3 for example:
the left half-face is over-sampled and the right half-face is down-sampled after
texture warping. This eﬀect makes the left-eye wider and the right-eye narrower,
which results in a diﬀerent local appearance compared to the training image ba
in Figure 3.
We carried out experiments with diﬀerent face warping methods. First, the
piecewise aﬃne warp was considered. The original piecewise aﬃne (PA) warp
stretches zero-mean unit-length texture vector to intensity values in [0-255].
In addition to PA, piecewise aﬃne warping with original pixel intensities was
also considered and we named it PAN (Piecewise Aﬃne warp No stretch). The
third method (HIST) was also based on the piecewise aﬃne warp, however,
the histogram of the warped face was matched to the histogram of the mean
face. In addition, the TPS-based warping technique was also evaluated. The face
recognition results based on these four face warping approaches are plotted in
Figure 4(a). Note that the recognition performances of these four methods are
similar on series be and bf , where the face rotation angles are ±15 ◦. With the
increasing degree of face rotation in depth, the recognition results diﬀer from
each other. Face warping with PAN outperforms the others in most cases. The
performance of the other piecewise aﬃne-based methods decreases dramatically
when the ﬁtting performance decreases due to large degree of face rotation. The
reason for this behavior is that both methods change the histogram of the original input face image. In case of misalignment of the outline shape points, the
background pixels may aﬀect the histogram in the face area. The TPS warping,
however, does not help in terms of face recognition. It achieves the worst results
when testing on bi, bh and bf .
FERET b-series Face Recognition

FERET b-series Face Recognition (Face warping)
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Fig. 4. Face recognition on the FERET b-series. (a) Face recognition rate with diﬀerent
face warping approaches. (b) Comparison of diﬀerent face recognition techniques on
pose-normalized face images with PAN face warping.
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In addition to the diﬀerent face warping methods, we also compared various
face recognition techniques. Since the training set only contains one example
per subject, the selection for other face recognition techniques is limited. Techniques which utilize intra-class information are not suitable for this evaluation.
We selected two well-known face recognition approaches: the holistic Eigenfaces
approach [25] and embedded hidden Markov models (EHMM) [19], which utilize
DCT coeﬃcients as local features as well. The selected algorithms were tested on
face images warped with the PAN method. Figure 4(b) plots the corresponding
recognition rates. Local DCT denotes the local appearance-based face recognition approach. For the Eigenfaces approach, 40 eigen-components were used,
which yielded optimal performance. We noticed that Local DCT outperformed
the other two approaches signiﬁcantly over all the eight series. Moreover, the
recognition rates of EHMM and PCA decreased drastically when the rotation angles increased. This demonstrates that the performance of the other approaches
can be easily eﬀected by local deformation of the face appearance.
We end this section by comparing the proposed face ﬁtting and alignment
method to a simple aﬃne transform-based face alignment approach without
pose correction. The results demonstrate that the face recognition performance
increases signiﬁcantly with the pose correction. As listed in Table 1, recognition
with simple aﬃne alignment only achieved 62.5% and 78.5% with ±15 ◦ degree
of face rotation, and it did not work at all when the face rotation angles were
larger than 40 ◦ .
Table 1. Face recognition results on the FERET series bb-bi with PAN and simple
aﬃne (SA) face warping. Recognition with local appearance-based approach.
Probe set
bb
bc
bd
be
bf
bg
bh
bi
Rec. rate (PAN) 44.0% 81.5% 93.0% 97.0% 98.5% 91.5% 78.5% 52.5%
Rec. rate (SA) 0.0% 5.5% 26.0% 62.5% 78.5% 26.5% 4.0% 1.0%

6

Conclusions

A face registration approach based on AAM ﬁtting was studied in this work.
The pose of an input face was normalized with a piecewise aﬃne warp resulting
in a frontal view of the input face. To initialize the model more precisely and
to increase robustness against cluttered backgrounds, an inner-face AAM was
built and the ﬁtting was done progressively. Face recognition was performed on
the pose-normalized face images using the local appearance-based approach. We
extracted the local features from each block on a pose normalized image using
the DCT, and then concatenated the normalized local features for classiﬁcation.
We conducted experiments on the FERET b-series to evaluate the proposed
approach. With the AAM-based approach we achieved 97.8% recognition rate on
the data set with ±15 ◦ yaw pose-angle. The simple aﬃne warp approach however, only recognized 70.5% of the testing images with this pose angle. When the
rotation angle increased to ±60 ◦, recognition based on simple aﬃne warp could
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hardly recognize any images in the probe set, while the AAM-based approach still
achieved a recognition rate of 48.3%. The proposed pose normalization helped a
lot to recognize faces with small angles of rotation as we observed in the experiments. We also compared the local appearance-based face recognition to other
approaches such as the Eigenfaces and the EHMM. The local appearance-based
approach signiﬁcantly outperformed the other two approaches and it was more
robust against the error introduced by AAM ﬁtting and face warping.
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